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Drawing. is the same distance from the straight line joining 
the middle points of the straight edges of the 
Circular faces.d fQrmed by d;vjding a right cylinder
with a plane passing through its axis.

(c) A right cone is a solid bounded by a circu
lar plane face and a curved face which tapers to 
point in the axis.

(/) A cube is a
square f^ ^ are py, amid is a solid bounded
by a square face and four equal triangular faces.

C. CASSSLMAN (NORMAL SCHOOL, TORONTO).

FORM CONCLUDED.

(Answered in next issue.)
1 Draw an apple with the stem upwatd, showing 

one-quarter of itiut away. Draw also the quarter
‘° (o)*Draw a right cylinder receding horlzom 
tally to the right at an angle of about 30 to the 
picture plane, diameter about length of axts 
about 2j".

(#) Repeat the draw
ing in (a) and add such 
lines as are necessary to 
develop a common spool.

s. (a) Draw a frustum 
of a square pyramid rest
ing on the smaller square 
face, the edges of which 

ke equal angles 
the picture plane, 
an edge of the larger 
square face about 2$" in 
length and an edge of the 
smaller square face a- 
bout 2r. Height about 1J.

(6) Repeat the draw- 
ing in (a) and add such 
lines as arc necessary to 
develop a small berry- 
box.
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I This question is answered by ] .R. G. Murray, from 
ol Form lU.B., jatvis street Collegiate Institute. tomber 1st.

2. The drawings of this question are groupe _ Mahony Tilbury, Ont., writes:
and much smaller than requtrea on the examtna c tSSe* is one of my most valuable

l,0n'<«) A sphere is a solid bounded by one curved helps in school work.”
surface, every part of which is equidistant from its Miller, Port Perry, Ont., says: “Am
centre. va hounded hv a cir- much pleased with The Canadian Teacher, t
Cu,.r(^,alhî.mcrïnda',cumdf^r,^rybypa„ 0, abounds in practical suggesttons.
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